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Why people get bored of machine-generated language immediately?

Google: our chatbot is amazing! 
Reality: users lose interest quickly![1]



How human uses language to 
attract audiences’ interest?

The answer is using figurative language!



Metaphor we live by
- A key to attractive and engaged text generation

• Human uses metaphor a lot! 

• About 10-20% discourse are related to metaphors [2]. 

• Metaphors are used to make expression lucid, vivid, and attractive. 

• Metaphor conveys stronger feeling and emotion [3]. 

• Sometime metaphor is the only way/most natural way to say something. 

• Like a classic example: “Atom is like the solar system.”



Nominal Metaphor
- One of the most dominant figurative language

• Nominal metaphors (NMs) are “A is like B”, “A …, as B”-kind of metaphor. 

• Such as “She is sweet as candy”, “Atom is like the solar system” 

• Nominal metaphor is promising in NLG tasks: 

• [4,5] show users prefer machine-generated stories and poems after NM added. 

• [6] show users tend to have longer conversation with chatbot enabled with NM 
generation. 

• NMs are especially crucial in Chinese. Since Chinese tends to express abstract 
concept via NM as Chinese has less vocabularies for abstract meaning [7].



NM components
- How NM is consisted

• She is sweet as candy. 

• She: Tenor🫐 is the subject. 

• As: Comparator🥭, can also be like. 

• Candy: Vehicle🍧 is the object. 

• ..is sweet..: Context🍅 is some information that explains the comparison 
between Tenor🫐 and Vehicle🍧 . Or we can say it is the context who 
makes sense of the metaphor.



NM components
- How NM is consisted

• She is sweet as candy. 

• She: Tenor🫐 is 本体. 

• As: Comparator🥭 is ⽐喻词. 

• Candy: Vehicle🍧 is 喻体. 

• ..is sweet..: Context🍅 is 语境. 

• Context🍅 is crucial! imagine the sentence “life is like a journey”, without a 
context, we do not know what’s the purpose of the comparison. 
like can like a journey in plenty of ways.



NM Generation
- The Challenges

• Novelty: We want novel comparisons, not metaphors copying from the 
training set. 

• Metaphoricity: We want the generated text metaphorical, not literal 
sentences seem like metaphor. 

• Consistency: We want sound metaphor, not non-sense generation. This 
mainly requires the Context🍅 give a reasonable explanation.



Our approach: MetaGen
- A multi-task metaphor generator

• Three main techniques: 

• Self-training: to find a great deal of potential NMs from larger-scale 
unsupervised corpus. ☑ To enhance novelty. 

• Metaphor component identification: to find four NM components, so that 
we can enforce MetaGen to learn the NM comparison and the relation 
behind Tenor and Vehicle. ☑ To ensure the metaphoricity. 

• Conditioning: to condition the Context generation on Tenor and Vehicle, 
so that the Context dose give a sound explanation. ☑ To enhance the 
consistency.



Self-Training

• We detect potential NMs from a 
large-scale unsupervised 
dataset . 

• For each unlabelled sentence 
. We compute the NMs 

score for  via token, 
and use the score to weight  in 
training.
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- To tackle data scarcity



NM Components Identification

• We find in the process of NM 
identification, NM components 
receive higher attention score in 
self-attention mechanism [8]. 

• We use attention score to find 
NM components, and use the 
score to emphasis generation 
steps of NM components.

- Emphasis Components



NM Components Identification

• To let the context generation give 
sound explanation for the 
comparison, we condition the 
context generation on other NM 
components, i.e., Tenor, Vehicle, 
and Comparator. 

• We compute context vector  for 
each context step, where  is 
obtained via NM components 
attention score.
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- Context Conditioning



Chinese Metaphor Corpus

• Prior NM dataset are neither too 
small [9] or focus on a specific 
type of NM [8]. 

• We release the first Chinese NM 
corpus (CMC) that containing 
multiply categories of NM 
patterns. CMC can be used in 
NM identification and 
generation.

- The first Chinese NM corpus



Chinese Literature Corpus

• We collect a large-scale Chinese 
corpus to power self-training. 
We choose literature as the data 
source, as we believe NMs are 
more common in literature. 

• Statistics of CMC and CLC are 
shown in Table 2.

- To power Self-Training



Results

• Metrics: Meta is to measure the 
percentages of metaphorical 
text in all generated text. 
Novelty is the percentages of 
novel comparison among all 
generation. 

• MetaGen performs well on 
almost all metrics.

- Automatic Evaluation



Results

• Metrics: Three metric are all 1-5 
scale. The inter-annotator 
agreement score are shown as 
well. 

• We find creative and 
consistency are hard to for 
annotators to achieve an 
agreement.

- Human Evaluation



Results

• Generated metaphor are vivid, 
detailed and elegant. 

• Let try metaphor in your system 
to enhance user satisfaction!

- Compared to GPT2



Main Contribution

• We give a nice introduction of Chinese metaphors. If you have interests on 
Chinese metaphor, we sincerely recommend this to you. 

• We give an effective metaphor generator. 

• We give the first Chinese NM dataset. 

• We propose an evaluation system for NM generation.



Thanks!
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